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Abstract
IP networks are becoming increasingly popular for transporting real-time services like telephony and videophony.
In order to dimension the network such that a good quality can be guaranteed to these services delay, jitter and
loss have to be kept under control (as these parameters have a considerable impact on the quality). In this paper,
we use an accurate heuristic formula to calculate the end-to-end delay for real-time telephony and videophony
traffic transported over an IP-based network. Both Head-of-Line (HoL) and Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ)
scheduling are considered. We determine the number of telephony and videophony flows that can be supported
by specific IP networks without jeopardizing the quality. Moreover, we also illustrate the effect of the fact that
users shift from traditional telephony to videophony on the performance of the real-time services. We also consider the impact of the real-time traffic on the other traffic. For WFQ this impact is minimal. For HoL we calculate the time the other queues are blocked by the real-time queue.

1

Introduction

More and more real-time services are transported over
an IP network that traditionally was used to transport
TCP-controlled, elastic data applications. Mixing realtime traffic with TCP-controlled traffic in one queue
could lead to bad quality for the real-time applications
because of the bursty nature of TCP-controlled traffic.
For instance, if a voice packet would have to queue
behind a burst of TCP packets (e.g. when a large file
is being downloaded), this can introduce unacceptably
high delays. Therefore, in the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) considerable effort has been spent
to define mechanisms (i.e. IntServ and DiffServ) with
which real-time traffic can be given preferential treatment over data traffic, or, at least, be separated from
data traffic.
The philosophy behind IntServ is to reserve (e.g. via
the Resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP)) a separate queue in each router that a flow traverses. Since
this is not scalable, DiffServ was developed as an alternative mechanism aggregating flows with similar
performance constraints into a limited number of
classes. Each traffic aggregate is directed to its own
queue. In this paper we assume that the traffic is aggregated in a few classes, of which the highest-priority
class contains the telephony and videophony traffic.
On top of this highest priority queue, there is certainly
one (or several others) to serve TCP-controlled data
traffic, and maybe also others to serve e.g. streaming

#

video traffic stemming from Broadcast Video (BV) or
Video on Demand (VoD) services.
We further assume that for the real-time services like
telephony and videophony a softswitch (or gatekeeper) decides whether or not a new arriving call
(consisting of two flows in opposite direction) can be
accepted and that the operator knows the typical behavior of its telephony and videophony users. Hence,
the operator can calculate with e.g. an Erlang-B-like
approach [8] how many users are active in worst-case
conditions (under the assumption that the softswitch
should only block e.g. 1 out of 10000 calls). Based on
this calculation the operator typically knows the
amount of real-time traffic he needs to transport. The
burstiness of the real-time traffic is typically not
known. To assess the performance of this real-time
traffic the operator needs simple models. In this paper
we develop some heuristic formulae, valid under the
assumptions justified in Section 2, to assess the performance of real-time traffic.
An operator of a wide-scale DiffServ network that has
knowledge of the amount of real-time traffic he has to
transport, faces the problem of dimensioning his network. In order to ensure that the end-to-end delay of
the real-time traffic is not too large and that all the
other but the real-time traffic is not starved, the operator has to decide which scheduling mechanism (e.g.
Head of Line (HoL) or Weighted Fair Queuing
(WFQ)) to use and how much capacity is needed.
Moreover, for WFQ, he needs to determine how much
capacity has to be reserved for each of the classes by
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choosing appropriate weights. These topics are addressed in this paper, which is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe the network scenario and the
characteristics of the considered telephone and videophone calls. Section 3 contains a high-level presentation of the modeling approach used to quantify the
end-to-end queuing delays over an IP-based network
with HoL or WFQ scheduling. The mathematical details can be found in [7]. Some results, both for HoL
and WFQ, are given in Section 4 for different link capacities and, in the case of WFQ, for different weights
assigned to the real-time traffic. Finally, Section 5
draws the conclusions of this study.

2

Scenario and assumptions

2.1

Network topology

Figure 1 shows the scenario considered in this paper.
To each packet-based access network a number of users are connected: K of the users use the telephony
service, L use the videophony service, others use a
data service (e.g. web browsing, file transfer) or a
streaming video service (e.g. VoD, BV). In this paper
we only consider the performance of the interactive
services, i.e. telephony and videophony. We do not
study the performance of the data services, nor do we
investigate the performance of VoD and BV. An IPbased backbone network interconnects the access networks. Both the access and backbone networks are
Quality of Service (QoS) enabled.
K telephones
L videophones

K telephones
L videophones

Access
network

Access
network
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ER

IP backbone
ER

ER

Access
network

Access
network
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Fig. 1

Considered scenario

A typical flow is transported over NA access nodes (the
sum of the access nodes in the two traversed access
networks) and NB backbone nodes. The capacity of an
access and backbone node is Rlink,A and Rlink,B, respectively.

2.2

Real-time traffic to be transported

The telephones use the G.711 or the G.726 format and
generate a net codec bit rate of 64 kb/s and 32 kb/s,
respectively. We take a packetization delay of 30 ms.
This means that every 30 ms a voice packet of size
St64 = 280 byte or St32 = 160 byte for the G.711 and
G.726 codec, respectively, is produced (consisting of a
240 or 120 byte payload and 20 byte IPv4, 8 byte
UDP and 12 byte RTP overhead). Hence, the gross bit
rate of a voice codec is Rt64 = 74.7 kb/s for the G.711
codec and Rt32 = 42.7 kb/s for the G.726 codec. Of all
telephones there is a fraction φ using the G.711 codec
(and a fraction 1 - φ using the G.726 codec).
The videophones use the H.261 format and generate a
net codec bit rate of 384 kb/s. The camera produces
an image each 30 ms. We assume that the encoder
smoothens the resulting bit rate such that on average
one packet of (constant) size Svid = 1480 byte (consisting of a 1440 byte payload and 40 byte overhead) is
produced every 30 ms. Hence, a videophone generates
a gross bit rate of Rvid = 394.7 kb/s.
The (worst-case) packet size for all other services
(data, VoD, BV services) equals Sdat = 1500 byte.
Remark that both a telephone and a videophone
source is Constant Bit Rate (CBR). As will become
clear below, we will not need the detailed traffic characteristics for the TCP-controlled data sources, VoD
or BV sources.
The two central assumptions throughout this paper are
the following.
First, similar as in [5], we assume that the arrival
process of an aggregate of real-time sources at each
node can be modeled as a Poisson arrival process.
This can be justified as follows. We explained that
both types of real-time sources are CBR. Modeling an
aggregate of CBR sources at the ingress node as a
Poisson process is worst case. In [1] and [2], it has
been argued that if a number of flows that are ‘better
than Poisson’ (i.e., with lower variability of the interarrival times) are multiplexed in a (FIFO) buffer, then
the outgoing streams continue to be better than Poisson. Hence, modeling an aggregate as a Poisson process is worst case. Note that there is recent evidence
that even TCP-controlled data traffic is very well approximated by a Poisson arrival process if the load is
high enough [4].
Second, we assume that the delays encountered in all
consecutive nodes are statistically independent variables. This forms a good approximation if in each
node (enough old traffic is routed away and) enough
new traffic is multiplexed with the flow under consideration [9], [10], [11]. In any case, it is a worst-case
assumption, see also [1].
Since the arrival process can be modeled as a Poisson
process, specifying the load is sufficient to describe
the traffic. In the access network the loads generated
by K telephones and L videophones is given by
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respectively. The total load of the real-time traffic in
the access network is ρA = ρt,A + ρv,A. In the backbone
network, the link speeds will be higher, but (on average) a node will serve traffic from possibly more than
one access network. We define the aggregation grade γ
as the number of access networks that are typically
served by one backbone node. Hence, the load generated by the telephones and the videophones on a
backbone node is given by
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respectively. The total load of the real-time traffic in
the backbone network is ρB = ρt,B + ρv,B.

2.3

Queuing delay budget

Both the telephony and videophony services are realtime. For the telephone service it is well known that
there is a 150 ms end-to-end (phone-to-phone) delay
budget in order to have an interactive conversation,
provided that the echo on the call is completely removed [6]. We take the same end-to-end delay budget
of 150 ms for the videophony service. Part of this
budget is consumed in the encoding and packetization
stage. For telephony a packetization delay of 30 ms
was taken. To that a codec delay of typically 15 ms
should be added. This may seem a large value, but it
must be taken into account that on the processor performing the encoding other processes run too. For
videophony it is harder to specify a clear definition for
the packetization delay. On the one hand the raw information does not come at a regular rate, but as big
chunks (i.e. images) every 30 ms. On the other hand,
there is a previously discussed smoothening action of
the encoder that ensures that the output of the video
coder is CBR, but also may introduce some delay.
Since it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss
videophony codecs in detail, we assume that the videophony encoder and packetizer introduces a similar
delay as the telephony encoder and packetizer, i.e.
about 45 ms.
In the access and backbone networks serialization,
route-lookup, propagation and queuing delay is intro-

duced. The former two are negligible with respect to
the budget of 150 ms for the wire-speed routers and
the link rates considered in this paper. The propagation delay mainly occurs in the backbone as (we assume that) an access network is local. We assume a
worst-case propagation delay of 80 ms, which (as the
speed of light through a fiber is about 5 µs per km)
corresponds to a distance of 16000 km. For calls
stretching out over more than 16000 km the delay of
150 ms cannot be guaranteed. In the packet-based
network there is also queuing delay, and it is precisely
this delay that is assessed in this paper.
Queuing delay introduces jitter in the flow of packets
stemming from a telephone or videophone source.
Since the decoder needs the packets at the original
constant rate, the flow needs to be dejittered. Although
adaptive dejittering methods exists, we use a static
dejittering mechanism in this paper, because it is
likely that telephone and videophone calls will generally not last long enough for a dynamic dejittering
mechanism to converge. A static dejittering mechanism retains the first arriving packet of a flow for a
certain time (referred to as the dejittering delay) in the
dejittering buffer and then reads the buffer periodically. If the packet to be played is late, i.e., does not
reside in the buffer when it is supposed to be played,
this packet is lost. This happens too often if the dejittering delay is chosen too small (and the first arriving
packet is a fast one). Therefore, the dejittering delay is
often chosen equal to the worst-case queuing delay.
The ‘worst-case’ queuing delay is taken to be the (1P)-quantile of the total queuing delay distribution,
where P is the fraction of packets that is allowed to
get lost in the dejittering buffer. Although some codecs are robust against packet loss we take a value on
the safe side for P, i.e. P = 10-5.
Finally, the payloads need to be decoded. For telephony this takes a few ms, not only due to the decoding
process but also due to echo control. For videophony
we assume that the decoder introduces a similar delay
as the telephony decoder, i.e. about 5 ms.
The result of this reasoning is that there is a delay
budget of about 10 ms left for queuing. Also the dejittering delay of the static dejittering mechanism takes
this value of 10 ms. The worst-case flow (with 45 ms
delay in the packetizer, 80 ms propagation delay,
10 ms total queuing delay, 10 ms dejittering delay and
5 ms delay in the decoder) just consumes the 150 ms
budget.

3

Modeling approach

All real-time traffic is mixed in one queue, which
seems a straightforward choice, as the delay requirements of both services are quite similar. All other
(TCP-controlled data, VOD and BV) traffic is directed into another queue (or several other queues).
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To serve this set of queues we consider two non-preemptive, work-conserving scheduling disciplines:
Head of Line (HoL) and Weighted Fair Queuing
(WFQ).
A high-level overview of the used theoretical approach is described below. For mathematical details,
we refer to (the Appendix of) [7].

3.1

The queuing system with HoL
scheduling

In order to assess the performance of the HoL scheduler, we first approximate the delay incurred through a
network of HoL nodes by the heuristic formula developed in [5]. This heuristic formula approximates the
worst-case queuing (and dejittering) delay value in a
voice only network by a (1-P)-quantile of the total
queuing delay encountered in consecutive M/G/1
nodes, with P = 10-5 the fraction of packets that is allowed to get lost in the dejittering buffer. To obtain the
quantile when also lower-priority data is present, we
need to add a perturbation term equal to the service
time of a typical data packet (i.e., the maximum time
the highest-priority queue can get blocked by a lowerpriority one). In [7], this method is shown to be quite
accurate. It slightly underestimates the delay and gets
more accurate for higher loads.
A disadvantage of the HoL scheduling mechanism is
that it can block (i.e., deny service for) the lowerpriority queues for a long time. In order to assess this
effect we also calculate the (1-P)-quantile of the busy
period of the highest-priority queue, which is a typical
(worst-case) time the lower-priority queue gets
blocked. This quantile is calculated with a heuristic
formula developed and checked in [7].

3.2

The queuing system with WFQ
scheduling

The reasoning followed for the queuing system with
WFQ is similar as in [3]. The aim of (each variant of)
a WFQ implementation is to approximate an ideal
Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) system that
separates the bandwidth perfectly. In particular, with
αi (with i = A or B for access and backbone, respectively) the weight assigned to the real-time queue, the
GPS system guarantees a capacity of at least αiRlink,i
for that queue.
The WFQ system only approximates the GPS system.
The delay in a WFQ system is the one in a GPS system plus a perturbation term.
The delay in a GPS system is the delay incurred in a
M/G/1 node of capacity αiRlink,i. Again, this delay can
be very well approximated with the heuristic formula
of [5].
The perturbation term, which is of the order of the
service time of a data packet, is in most cases negligi-

ble with respect to the 10 ms budget for the queuing
delay. Since the WFQ system with αi = 1 is exactly the
same as the HoL system, we take for the perturbation
term the same as in HoL.
In [3], it was shown (for some simple cases) that the
overall results produced by this method closely approximate the results obtained with simulations.
We do not calculate the blocking time for WFQ as in
this kind of scheduling no queue can block any other
queue (that has a weight different from 0) for a prolonged time. The blocking time is of the order of the
service time of a typical packet, which is negligible at
the link speeds considered in this paper.

4

Results

We present our results from the viewpoint of a network operator in search of the optimal scheduling system for both telephony and videophony services over
its packet-based network infrastructure. For simplicity,
we assume the access and backbone networks to be
managed by the same operator. We take NA = 2,
NB = 6, γ = 1 and P = 10-5 as fixed parameters. The
influence of the other parameters (Rlink,A, Rlink,B and φ)
is investigated below. We first discuss the queuing system with HoL scheduling, after which the WFQ case
is commented upon (in which we also investigate the
influence of αi).

4.1

The queuing system with HoL
scheduling

In Figure 2, we present so-called ‘equi-queuing delay’
curves for a HoL scheduling system mixing telephony
and videophony traffic in one queue. The variable parameters are chosen to be Rlink,A = 34 Mb/s,
Rlink,B = 155 Mb/s and φ = 1, i.e., all calls are transported in the G.711 format. The equi-queuing delay
curves connect all (K, L)-pairs that have the same
value of the (1-P)-quantile of the end-to-end queuing
delay. Recall from Section 2 that the interactivity of
the telephone and videophone calls might be harmed
when this end-to-end queuing delay exceeds 10 ms.
Suppose that initially, no videophony service is offered. From Figure 2, we then can derive the maximum number of simultaneously active telephones K
that can be supported given a certain queuing delay
value (by determining the intersection of the corresponding equi-queuing delay curve with the K-axis).
When videophony services will start to take off and
the operator wants to offer the same quality (as before) to all telephony and videophony users (by adhering to the same end-to-end queuing delay bound), the
maximum number of simultaneously active telephony
users K decreases approximately linearly with the
number of simultaneously active videophony users L.
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smaller (finite) queuing delays, this ratio of G.726 versus G.711 telephony users increases. More precisely,
the smaller the allowed queuing delay, the larger the
ratio of G.726 and G.711 telephone calls. This effect is
caused by the fact that G.726 packets are smaller, and
hence, to reach the same queuing delay, the load of an
aggregate of G.726 flows can be slightly higher. When
L increases, or, equivalently, when the relative portion
of videophony traffic increases, this ratio between the
maximum allowable number of G.726 and G.711 telephones will decrease. In particular, there is no difference between the maximum L-values of Figure 2 and
Figure 3 when videophony takes up all the capacity
(i.e. K = 0).

Fig. 2 Equi-queuing delay (in ms) curves for HoL
(Rlink,A = 34 Mb/s, Rlink,B = 155 Mb/s, φ = 1)
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Figure 2 can also be interpreted alternatively. For example, assume that initially (when no videophony is
offered), the access network serves 200 simultaneous
telephony users during peak hours. The resulting endto-end queuing delay then equals 1.75 ms. As time
goes by, a fraction of these 200 users are likely to
switch from telephony to videophony. Obviously, this
shift will have a serious impact on the performance of
the real-time services. For example, the maximum
number of videophones L (out of this total of 200 users) that can be supported with an end-to-end queuing
delay below 10 ms equals 40. More precisely, for
(K, L) = (160, 40), the end-to-end queuing delay
equals 9.51 ms. When even more of the 200 users
shift from telephony to videophony, the end-to-end
queuing delay of 10 ms (and, thus, the overall delay
bound of 150 ms) will be exceeded. At that point the
increase in delay can be quite severe as can be seen by
following the dashed line in Figure 2, connecting all
pairs for which K + L = 200. Note also that the maximum number of videophones that can be active while
still respecting the queuing delay bound of 10 ms
equals 64.
To prevent a decrease in interactivity of the real-time
services when videophony is getting popular (as observed above), the network operator might opt to use
compression techniques for its telephony traffic. In
particular, there exist low bit rate codecs for telephony
that only result in a slight decrease of the quality, or,
equivalently, have small distortion impairments [6].
Figure 3 presents the equi-queuing delay curves when
the G.726 codec at 32 kb/s is used for compressing the
telephone traffic, i.e. φ = 0. The other parameters remain unchanged.
In comparison to Figure 2, similar (K, L)-pairs will
have smaller end-to-end queuing delays. Also, the
maximum number of telephony users K increases for a
fixed queuing delay and a fixed number of videophony users L. When L = 0, the ratio of the number of
G.726 and G.711 telephony users equals
1.75 = 74.7/42.7 (the inverse ratio of the gross codec
bit rates) for infinite queuing delays or ρA = 1. For
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Fig. 3 Equi-queuing delay (in ms) curves for HoL
(Rlink,A = 34 Mb/s, Rlink,B = 155 Mb/s, φ = 0)
The comparison between Figure 2 and Figure 3 can
also be expressed in terms of our specific example.
Again, we have plotted a dashed line through all
(K, L)-pairs
for
which
K + L = 200.
For
(K, L) = (200, 0), i.e., when 200 telephony users are
simultaneously active in the access network while videophony is not deployed yet, the end-to-end queuing
delay equals 1.36 ms. The maximum number of videophones L (out of the total of 200 users) that can be
supported with an end-to-end queuing delay below
10 ms slightly increases to 52 (opposed to 40 when
the G.711 codec was used for telephony). More precisely, for (K, L) = (148, 52), the end-to-end queuing
delay equals 9.8 ms. When even more of the 200 users
shift from telephony to videophony, the end-to-end
queuing delay of 10 ms (and, thus, the overall delay
bound of 150 ms) will be exceeded.
Another, more drastic approach to allow more videophony onto the network without decreasing the interactivity of the real-time services consists in increasing
the link speeds in both access and backbone networks.
In Figure 4 we present the equi-queuing delay curves
for Rlink,A = 155 Mb/s, Rlink,B = 620 Mb/s. We assume
that the G.711 codec is used for telephony services,
i.e. φ = 1. Roughly speaking, similar (K, L)-pairs will
again have smaller end-to-end queuing delays than in
Figure 2,
or,
equivalently,
more
tele-
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phones/videophones can be served for a fixed end-toend queuing delay. In particular, 200 real-time service
users can be served with an end-to-end queuing delay
smaller than 2 ms, independent of the respective
amount of telephones and videophone users among
them.
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Fig. 4 Equi-queuing delay (in ms) curves for HoL
(Rlink,A = 155 Mb/s, Rlink,B = 620 Mb/s, φ = 1)
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4.2

In order to prevent all queues but the highest (realtime) queue from being blocked for certain periods in
time, a WFQ scheduler is considered. In order to allow a more or less fair comparison with HoL scheduling, we again assume that all real-time traffic (telephony and videophony) is mixed in the same queue.
We assume that φ = 1 (the G.711 codec is used for telephony), Rlink,A = 155 Mb/s and Rlink,B = 620 Mb/s.
The latter link speeds are chosen that high because
only portions αA and αB of these bandwidths are
(minimally) assigned to the real-time traffic queues in
the access and backbone part, respectively. That is, the
real-time queue is only served at a fraction of the link
capacity (as opposed to HoL where the complete link
capacity is in principle available for telephony and
videophony traffic). Similarly, also the other queues
can be guaranteed a minimum service rate by assigning a specific portion of the bandwidth to them. We
assume that the weights are chosen such that their sum
is 1. For simplicity, we also assume αA = αB in the remainder of this paper.
First, we consider the case with αA = αB = 0.25. Observe
that
620 Mb/s × 0.25 = 155 Mb/s
and
155 Mb/s × 0.25 ≈ 34 Mb/s. As such, the resulting
equi-queuing delay curves (presented in Figure 6) are
very similar to the ones of Figure 2. The negligible,
constant difference in delays for the same (K, L)-pairs
stems from the fact that both for HoL and WFQ, the
total service time of a data packet was taken into account as a worst-case assumption. Therefore, the endto-end queuing delays for the WFQ system (with
Rlink,A = 155 Mb/s and Rlink,B = 620 Mb/s) are slightly
smaller than for the HoL system (with
Rlink,A = 34 Mb/s and Rlink,B = 155 Mb/s).
100

Fig. 5 Equi-busy period (in ms) curves for HoL
(Rlink,A = 34 Mb/s, Rlink,B = 155 Mb/s, φ = 1)

90
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The disadvantage of a HoL system is that the highestpriority queue can block all other queues. That is, during the busy periods of the highest-priority queue, all
queues but the highest do not get any service whatsoever. Figure 5 gives the (1-P)-quantile of the busy periods of the real-time queue (in one access node) for
the case considered in Figure 2, i.e., for
Rlink,A = 34 Mb/s, Rlink,B = 155 Mb/s, φ = 1 and
P = 10-5. It can be seen that even for a small number
of real-time users simultaneously active (e.g.
K + L = 200) the other queues can be blocked for several ms. This may seriously degrade the performance
of the traffic directed to these queues.

The queuing system with WFQ
scheduling
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Fig. 6 Equi-queuing delay (in ms) curves for
WFQ (Rlink,A = 155 Mb/s, Rlink,B = 620 Mb/s, φ = 1,
αA = αB = 0.25)
With respect to our specific example, the end-to-end
queuing delay equals 0.7 ms for (K, L) = (200, 0), i.e.,
for 200 telephony users and no videophony users. The
maximum number of videophones L for which the
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queuing delay stays below 10 ms equals 55. That is,
for (K, L) = (145,55), the end-to-end queuing delay
equals 9.71 ms. When even more of the 200 users
switch to videophony, the interactivity of the real-time
services will decrease due to queuing delays larger
than 10 ms, and, thus, end-to-end delays larger than
150 ms.
In order to allow more videophony users onto the
network without jeopardizing the interactivity of the
real-time services, the weights αA and αB of the realtime queue should be increased.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the equi-queuing delay
curves for αA = αB = 0.5 and αA = αB = 0.75, respectively. The other parameters remain the same. On both
figures, we also plotted the K + L = 200 line.
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Obviously, the end-to-end queuing delays decrease for
the same (K, L)-pairs as the weight associated to the
real-time queue increases. In other words, the larger
αA and αB, the more telephony/videophony users can
be served for a fixed queuing delay value.
We also observe that the larger the weights αA and αB,
the larger the similarity between the corresponding
WFQ figure and Figure 4 for HoL scheduling (with

the same parameters). This was to be expected, as a
WFQ scheduling system with weight 1 for the highestpriority queue equals a HoL scheduling system.
The latter observation can also be expressed in terms
of our specific example of 200 users shifting gradually
from the telephony to the videophony service. In particular, when interactivity is guaranteed, i.e., the endto-end queuing delay has to stay below 10 ms, 170
and (the total amount of) 200 videophony users can be
served for αA = αB =0.5 and αA = αB =0.75, respectively.

5

Conclusions and future work

In this paper an accurate heuristic formula was used in
order to assess the end-to-end delay of real-time services on an IP network. Only CBR telephony and videophony flows were considered such that the aggregate traffic could be modeled as a Poisson arrival
process and, hence, the M/G/1 model could be used to
model a node. We also assume that in consecutive
nodes the queuing delays are statistically independent.
The method presented in this paper can be used to
quantitatively assess the total queuing delay, as well as
the influence of the type of scheduler upon it.
As such, it can be determined how many telephone
and videophone users can be supported on a network,
given that a certain quality needs to be guaranteed
(i.e., a certain delay bound needs to be respected).
Since the real-time traffic gets absolute priority in the
HoL scheduler, this scheduler will either offer a
smaller queuing delay than WFQ for the same amount
of telephony/videophony flows or support more telephony/videophony flows within a certain delay
bound. However, all other queues (e.g. the data queue)
can be starved. That is, since these queues are not visited during possibly long busy periods, they see a service pattern with possibly long interruptions. This may
e.g. seriously impact the TCP performance.
In case of a WFQ scheduler, a minimum capacity is
guaranteed to each queue. Consequently, fewer telephony/videophony flows can be accepted, as the
complete link capacity is not available for real-time
traffic. Also, the queuing delay is larger than in the
case of HoL, although for high link rates these are still
acceptable if the weights are chosen appropriately. Finally, since the other queues get a minimum guaranteed bandwidth, the real-time traffic cannot starve the
other traffic. That is, the scheduler regularly serves
each queue. This is favorable for the performance of
TCP.
We mainly focused on the performance of the realtime traffic and only indirectly studied the performance of the other traffic flows through the periods the
real-time queue block the other queues. An interesting
aspect for further study is to investigate the performance of the other queues (serving e.g. BV, VOD and
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TCP-controlled data) under both HoL and WFQ
scheduling.
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